Popular Easy Readers That Are Not Part of a Series*

**Little Mouse Gets Ready** - ER Smith
Little Mouse gets dressed to go to the barn with his mother, brothers, and sisters.

**Danny and the Dinosaur** - ER Hoff
A little boy is surprised and pleased when one of the dinosaurs from the museum agrees to play with him.

**Random House Book of Easy To Read Stories** - ER Random
A collection of popular easy readers all in one book!

**Look A Book!** - EJ Staake
Easy-to-read, rhyming text invites the reader to search for items on a different theme on each page, while celebrating the wonder of a book.

More advanced readers should also see our list of books recommended for second graders.

*Summaries courtesy of Novelist.
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Riverdale Public Library Recommended Easy Reader Series (Grades K-2)

Easy Readers
Located in the Non-Fiction & Biography Sections

Johnny Appleseed—ER Biog Appleseed

Barack Obama—ER Biog Obama

Michael Phelps — ER Biog Phelps

Voting & Elections— ER 324.973 MUR

About Space – ER 520 CAR

Bugs! - ER 595.715 DUS

Planes—ER 629.133 SHI

Trucks—ER 629.224 MAR

Storms—ER 551.55 GOI

About Dinosaurs – ER 567.9 MCK

About the Rain Forest – ER 577.34 WE

About the Ocean – ER 577.7 MCM

Endangered Animals – ER 591.68 FOR

Kittens — ER 636.8 BAD

History of Fun Stuff — ER 641.8 KRE

Soccer – ER 793.334 ROS

Series are great for beginning readers because many series progress through several reading levels, adding vocabulary and teaching a variety of reading skills. Some series are based on popular characters, and many children enjoy reading about different adventures with the same characters.

All books on this list are located in the Easy Reader section or the New Easy Reader section. See the last page of this brochure for more information on non-fiction easy readers.

*Updated Fall 2018*
Series Recommended for Kids
Just Beginning to Sound Out Words

**Biscuit** – ER Capucilli

**Sounds Like Reading** - ER Cleary

**Flip - the - Page Rhyme and Read Books** - ER Hawkins

**Hello Kitty Phonics 12-Book Program** - Readalong Hello

**I Like To Read (Guided Reading Levels)** - ER I Like

**Bob Books Set 1 Beginning Readers** - ER Maslen

**My “a” Book** - ER Moncure

**We Both Read Level K and K-1** - ER We

**Flip-a-Word** - ER Ziefert

### Popular Easy Reader Series

**Fly Guy** - ER Arnold

**Noodleheads**—ER Arnold

**Flat Stanley** - ER Brown

**Daniel Tiger**—ER Daniel

**Andy & Sandy**—ER DePaola

**Houndsley and Catina** – ER Howe

**Pinkalicious** - ER Kann

**Zelda & Ivy**—NEW ER Kvasnosky

**Lego** – ER Lego

**Judy Moody**– ER McDonald

**Fancy Nancy** - ER O'Connor

**Amelia Bedelia** - ER Parish

**Paw Patrol** - ER Paw Patrol

**Pete the Cat** - ER Pete

**Raggedy Ann & Andy** - ER Raggedy

**Curious George** - ER Rey

**Rookie Readers** - ER Rookie

**Annie and Snowball** - ER Rylant

**Henry and Mudge** - ER Rylant

**Mr. Putter and Tabby** - ER Rylant

**Trucktown** - ER Scieszka

**Scooby Doo** - ER Scooby

**Dr. Seuss** - ER Seuss

**Spider-Man** - ER Spiderman

**Star Wars** - ER Star Wars

**DC Super Friends**—ER Super Friends

**Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles**—ER Teenage

**Giggle Gang** - ER Thomas. Titles include *My Toothbrush is Missing!, There’s a Pest in the Garden!, What Is Chasing Duck?, and My Friends Make Me Happy.*

**Thomas the Tank Engine** - ER Thomas

**Transformers** - ER Transformers

**Amanda Pig** – ER Van Leeuwen

**We Both Read** - ER We. The left-hand page is for the parent to read and the simple right-hand page for the child.

**Pig in a Wig** —ER Virjan. Related titles: *A Munch & a Crunch and A Hush and a Shush.*

**Max & Ruby**—ER Wells

**Elephant & Piggie** - ER Willems

**Elephant & Piggie We Like Reading**—ER Willems. Titles include *We Are Growing!, The Cookie Fiasco, and It’s Shoe Time!*

**Digger & Daisy** - ER Young

**I’m Going to Read** - ER Ziefert

Other popular series written by a variety of authors:

**Hello Reader!**

**I Can Read!**

**Ready-to-Read**

### Easy Reader Series for More Advanced Beginners

**Frog & Friends** - ER Bunting

**Cork & Fuzz** - ER Chaconas

**Mickey Mouse Clubhouse** - ER Disney

**Dodsworth** - ER Egan

**Breyer Stablemates** - ER Stablemates

**Frog and Toad** - ER Lobel

**Little Bear** - ER Minarik

**Bradford Street Buddies** - ER Nolen

**Tony Baloney** - ER Ryan

**Nate the Great** - ER Sharmat

**Star Wars series levels 3 & 4** - ER & J Star Wars

**Cowgirl Kate and Cocoa** - ER Silverman

### More Popular Easy Reader Authors

Frank Asch
Jan and Stan Berenstain
Disney
P.D. Eastman
Fred Ehrlich
Lillian Hoban
Theo LeSieg
Robert Lopshire
A.J Perkins
Dr. Seuss
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*Illustration by P.D. Eastman*